Imagine lowering your administrative costs and improving your medical loss ratio through outsourced and improved network management

Healthcare reform is putting more pressure than ever before on the need to manage your medical loss ratio (MLR). Managing provider demographic and rate data for one PPO network — never mind several — can send your administrative costs skyrocketing. MultiPlan can help. Our Viant Network Management Services are designed specifically to eliminate the administrative burden and cost of managing network data — while improving your opportunity to increase network savings.

With our powerful repricing application and provider database, you have the opportunity to dramatically improve the accuracy and timeliness of your claims processing. Our proprietary systems ensure proper reimbursement for even the most complex contract configurations and maximize your provider match rate, yielding material reductions in medical and administrative costs — as well as improved provider and member relations.

Contract Automation
Implementation of reimbursement arrangements is often the greatest source of friction between payers and providers due to the challenges of maintaining provider files and accurately determining appropriate reimbursement. Our provider data management and automated repricing services help alleviate this friction by solving the challenges.

→ Provider Data Management: By using our provider database, you can significantly improve the quality of your provider data and the effective use of that data to ensure appropriate provider selection. Our sophisticated provider matching logic yields accuracy rates exceeding 99%.

→ Claims Pricing Automation: Accurate and consistent repricing of even the most complex reimbursement arrangements increases auto-adjudication turnaround and virtually eliminates manual processes, and is available for both rental and proprietary network contracts. Viant Network Management Services typically delivers a turnaround time of less than 24 hours and maintains a 99% auto-pricing rate with 99.8% financial accuracy.

Network Aggregation Services
If you use more than one network, our network aggregation services can provide access to all of them through one EDI connection. All the demographic data is loaded in a common format into one system that can provide accurate provider matching and repricing. Our proprietary matching algorithms maximize network penetration, thereby reducing out-of-network exposure and claims re-work.

Rate Modeling Tools
Our technology and expertise also enable assessment and modeling of network rates. These services are ideal for retrospective review of network claims and the determination of over/underpayments. They also enable you to develop benchmarks for future negotiations by helping you understand the impact proposed changes to provider rates will have on your financial return.

Use Viant Network Management Services and improve the accuracy and timeliness of claims processing.